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Israeli envoywa rns of
Soviet domination "
_By Bill Carero
Israel's permanent Ambassador to the, United Nations,
Yehuda Blum, addressed a jam-::
packed audience in the Moot
Courtroom on Jan. 16. The 49year-old Blum is also an educator, having been Professor of
International
Law at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem (196878), and Visiting Professor at
the Schools
of Law of the
University of Texas: at Austin
and New York University.
"The Soviet Union has fueled
the flame for the Arab-Israeli
conflict," said Blum. He cited
the1956 War, the Six Day War
of 1967, and the 1973 Yom
Kippur War. He also pointed
out the 0 b v i 0 u s R us s ian
presence in the 1956 Hungarian,
and the 1968 Czechoslovakian
invasion.
"Sometimes they do it directly, but usuarly with proxies,
vicariously."
.
BIt'!}n noted that Cuba is the
agent of Russia, and that the
Soviets sanction
and supply
mercenaries
who have helped
cause the turmoil in the Middle
East: He referred rc the Palestine Liberation
Organization
(PLO) as another "Soviet Union
puppet."
It is Blum's belief that the
Pl.Ojdoes hot represent Palestinians at all, but instead is an
organization
using this false
issue to enhance its and the
- Soviet
Union's
pos.iti on at
Israel's expense.
He said that former United
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Yehuda Blum

States U.N. Ambassador
An- ~ stake," said Blum. "There is a
drew Young, told him that one wilder plan. By 1982, the Soviet
Arab
ambassador
had told Union will need the 'Oil fields in
Young that his nation's leader"
these regions; and' the fight is
, ship was against a PLO state.
now beginning." '
With this history of villainy
"This is the same as the power
on the part of Soviet Russia, as plays of the '30's," warned
perso nifed by that country's
Blum. "We have paid tHe price
involvement
and intervention
for the power plays of Imperialinto the Middle East, it should
ist Japan, Nazi Germany and
be no surprise
that tr o u ble Fascist Italv."
.,
erupted, mTehran, cuiminaung
1 ne 'Ari;bas'S;{ao:f-predlCts
in the taking of 50 American
that after Afghanistan,
the
hostages. Blum said the fault for Soviets will gain control of the
this can also be laid at thesteps
Persian Gulf and block all oil
of the Kremlin,
exportation from other nations
. Russia was testing the U.S.
such as Kuwait, thus crippling
when it stationed 3,000 or more
the United States. He said that
troops
in Cuba:
N ow the
the U.S. is perceived by the rest
Kremlin is driving even further
of the world as weak and, that
with the invasion of Afghanisthat perception is not changed
tan. Blum said.
by America's inactivity in this
"More than Afghanistan is .at

.Check your genes.;...
'Tay Sachs tests here
.By
Bill Carero
,
Your child appears perfectly normal, healthy and happy.
There is nothing alit of the ordinary in development - until
the childjs approximately six months old. Then comes the
tragedy. And what's worse is that it is an unexpected tragedy,
with no warning signs before or after birth. Then Tay-Sachs
appears.
,.
.
The baby begins to lose all of his physical skills. He ceases
to crawl or even to turn himself over. His grip, his sight, his
ability to eat, and all other motor functions deteriorate and
'. the inevitable death ensues.
There is no cure, and it is certain that the baby will die
before he is 5 years old. Tay-Sachs disease is the result of the
absence of an enzyme known as "hexosarninidase;'
and in its
absence fatty substances build up in the brain and other
tissues of the baby.
But while this horror story cannot be wiped away by any
cure, prevention of it's occurrence is well within our means.
This need not ever happen to anyone.
If you .spend a few-minutes in T -4 on Feb. 5, sometime
between 11 am and 2 pm, you can be tested for Tay-Sachsand
it won't cost a penny. Loyola Law School's Hillel Society is,
sponsoring the testing to help prevent the disease from hitting
your family. A teaspoonful of blood will be taken from your
arm and soon you will know whether you are a carrier of the
disease. You have n other way of knowing. You may be "
perfectly, healthy and normal, but may still carry a recessive
trait in your genes that will bring the disease to your is~e if '
your mate also' carries the same .recessive trait (though he or
she may be normal and healthy also.)
If you are already pregnant, a test has been devised to tell
whether the disease is present. This procedure is known as
"amniocentesis."
(So it's never too late to test.) There is I '
-chance in 200 that you have it; I chance in only 27 if you are
Jewish. More information will be available on the patio on
Feb. 4, from II am to I pm.
'

Placement head.
P.rofan~tclaims
80,
.
percent job rate for
'79 grads
,

By Gina Laughney
The graduating Class of 1980'
As Director of Placement and
is Pr ofa n t.'s next priority.
Continuing Legal Education,
Unfortunately,
according
to
Joan Profant wants to find ajob
Profant,
relatively
few emfor each and every Loyola Law
ployers are even interested in
School. graduate. Her goal is, the 1980 class at this time ..
achieved, Profant says, when all
Profant said most firms hire
members of the most recent
after applicants receive their bar
graduating class are employed
results. Firms currently interat a, salary in the legal comviewing on campus are far more
munity.
interested in hiring second year,
Profane determines whether
students for .summer associate
. she has met her goal through the
positions.
Profant
finds the
. use of surveys. Students
are
small amount of hiririg done
surveyed regarding employment
from the senior class is limited
at the time ofgraduation, again . to large f ir ms sufficiently
when bar results are published,
affluent
.a nd prestigious
to
. and finally
one year after
afford the costs of recruiting
graduation, It is the' results of . nationwide.
this final survey which Profaqt-P!ofant
attempts to generate
reports to Dean Bruinsma and
as many jobs as possible through
upon which the .effectiveness Of Loyola alumni. She hopes to
- her effice is judged.
eve n t u a Il'y put together
a
Currently
Profant
is most
referral list of alumni practicing
concerned with the 1979 class.
in the different substantive areas
She recently received the returns
of the law. Profant
has disof the R,ost-biu survey from this
covered
that such a list is
group and although shenasnot -\ttffi-cnrc-t&c'Ompilel)ectrtrs'C-few~' '""'.
~-:--::-'~+
yet 'had an opportunity to fully' firms wish to identify themexamine the results, her initial
selves as "experts" in any given
analysis reveals that 80 percent ' field of law. She receritly sent a
of the 1979 class is employed. 20 survey to 5000 local attorneys
percent remain unemployed',
seeking such information
but
however Profant claimed, half of received only three replies.
this latter figure, or 10 percent,
Due to tliis reluctance on the
consists
of former
evening
part of firms to identify
a
students juststarring
to-look for
s p e c ia l t y', Profant
advises
legal employment after having
students against restricting their
, received favorable bar results.
(Continued on, Page 4)
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"Trials by practice

Getting to
know you

Three
third-year
Loyola
Law School stud~nts
emerged
victorious
in the school's
first Intramural
Tr ial Adv~cacy
Competition on Nov. 16 and will go on to represent Loyola III the
National Trial Advocacy Competition
this spring. T,he wmners are
_ Deborah Feinerman of Los Angeles, first place; JU.hanne Bloomer
of Santa Monica, second place and Michael Askenaizer of Tarzana,
third, place.
.,
Thirteen students, nominated by SiX Loyola tnal advocacy course
instructors, competed.
.
. Nearly 100 accredited law scho?ls througho~t.the
Umt~d States
participate
annually in the national competinon,
t:tn. inter-law
school event sponsored by- the Young Lawyers ASSOCiatIOn of the
State Bar of Texas and the Texas Bar Foundation.
The purpose of the competition
is to encourage training in trial
advocacy on the law school level and to offer students a forum for
Top winners if! Loyola Law School's first Intramural Trial
the exercise of their skills. Coupled with the present Moot Court
Advocacy
Competition
receive congratulations
from Dean
Competitions, the National Trial Competition seeks to expose the
Theodore Bruinsma (right). They are (starting second from left)
student to litigation on the trial as well as appellate level.
Deborah Feinerman, Los Angeles, first plaeer.Julianne Bloomer,
Lovola's trial advocacy program,
coordinated
by Professor
Santa Monica, second place; and Michael Askenalzer, Tarzana,
Gerald Uelmen won national recognition in August, when the law
third place. Coordinator of the law school's trial advocacy program
school was giv~n the $10,000 Emil Gumpert Awardfor Excellence
is Professor Gerald Uelmen (left).
in the Teaching of Trial Advocacy for 1979.

Got something on your mind
you'd like to talk to the Dean
about? The future of Loyola?
PO'litics?' Sports?
Business1
Well, on Jan. 29; from 5:30 pm
till you run out of things to talk
about, ora
couple, of hours
(whichever comes first), you will
have
that
chance.
Dean
Bruinsma will open up his office
to all students at that time for
what he hopes will be the first of.
a series of "Let's Talk" sessions
to be held this semester.
The frequency of these gettogethers will be determined by
the response from students. So,
.if you would like to go in and
talk to Dean Bruinsma in an
informal relaxed setting, grab a
couple of friends; or just wander
in on your own this coming
Tuesday. Take this opportunity
to get to know your Dean on
a more personal basis.

First blackalum, 93, honored

Addressing
an audience of
about 50 black Loyola .Law
School (Los 'Angeles) alumrii,
most many decades his-junior,
, the law school's
first black
graduate, Dr. H. Claude Hudson, was- recently part of still
another first.
.
The Environmental Law and
The 93-year-old Hudson, who
Public Interes
Law Societies
now relies on the aid of a metal
are sponsoring a Public Interest
walker, moved slowly and with
·Career seminar on Monday,
degnity from his seat to the
Mar. 3, from '$:30 to 7:30 pm in podium.
Without
a microthe Moot Courtroom.
phone, he presented thefirst law
. Speakers from government, a . school scholarships- bearing liis
citizen's
group, a, pro bono
name to three black Loyola
attorneys'
firm and a public
students at a reception Dec, 2 at
interest firm will be included in the Los Angeles Aihleti<; Club.
---"'""""''''-~tne
progrmn;--m-b-e--lnoaerateo
" Receiving,fhe Dr. H~.Claude.
by Joan Profant.
Hudson Scholarships are Karla
McLucas, Sandra Adams and
Yolanda
Clark,
all of Los
Angeles. The partial tuition
grants are funded by. contributions of black alumni to. the law
Loyola is the recipient of the
school.
$10,000 Emir Gum pert A ward
"Because Loyola is located in-recognizing
excellency· in its
the heart of urban Lo.s Angeles,
Trial Advocacy' Program The
grant is given annually to an we feel a .responsibility to this
to provide legal
outstanding
program
by, the community
Board
of Regen t s of the -.educational opportunities to. all
minorities;" Dean Theodore A,
American
College
of Trial
Bruinsma told the. gathering.
.Lawyers in honor of contributions made to it by Hon. Emil . "We are grateful to our black
Gumpert,
Chancellor
and . alumni who also share this
.commitment. "
Founder.
.Presentation
of this year's
grant and a plaque were made
to Loyola's new Dean, Theo. A. State Bar President and former
Bruinsma, by Marcus Mattson,
trial judge of the Superior Court
immediate past president of the of Los Angeles, was also present
American College, at a recep- at the award ceremony.
tion Oct. 17 introducing
The A ward was made after
Bruinsma to alumni and friends
examination and consideration
of Loyola, h~sted by John E. of the' metits of trial advocacy
Anderson,
Chairman
'of the courses in leading law' schools
Law School Board of Visitors.
in the United States by a special
Judge Gumpert, an eminent
committee
of the American
trial lawyer, past California
College.

,.'

Loyola 'News

.

Pub. Int.

Seminar

Gumpert is ours

Ides wins
LJ sse clerks hip
-

Congratulations to. these students who. have obtained Federal
clerkships fo.r next fall:

• Allan Ides -Hon. Byron White - United States Supreme
Court.
"
• Margot Knuth - Hon. Robert Boocheever - Supreme Court
of Alaska.
• Janet Levine - Hon. Arthur Alarcon - United States Court
oj Appeals, 9th Circuit.
• Patrick Ryan - Hon. Jim .R. Carrigan- United States
District Court, Colorado.
• Robert Whitehead - Hon. Samuel Pointer" United States
District Court N.D. Alabama.
I

[Three black Loyola Law Schoo-) students
receiving
the first Dr.' H. Claude Hudson'
Scholarships are from left: Sandra Adams, Karla
McLucas and Yolanda Clark, all of Los Angeles.
Dr. Hudson (seated),'for whom the tuition grant
is named, was present at the recent reception to
announce the winners.

The son of a Louisiana slave,-Dr. Huds e n has combined
careers in dentistry,
banking
and law, and has dedicated 60
years of his life to the furthering
of civil rights. A pioneer of the
National
Association
for the
Advancement of Colored Peole,
he was President of the first
branch
of the NAACP
in
Shreveport,.
Louisiana -from
1921 to 1923. He then moved his
family to Los Angeles and.
within a year he was elected
President of the LA. branch, a
term which lasted 10 years. Dr.
Hudson
has earned the title
"Mr. NAACP" from Los Angel-

While 'serving the NAACP,
Dr. Hudson
learned
that a
number
of white committee
- members
were taking.
law
classes to improve their educational bases .. "I figured that is
white men were studying the
law, 1 was going to read it, too,"
he says. With encouragement
from Father Joseph Donovan,
former Regent of Loyola Law
School, he enrolled in 1927 in a
four-year night program at the
age of 41-at
the same time
,

. maintaining
an active dental
practice. .~
Dr. Hudson graduated from
Loyola in 1931.. His' son, Elbert
T.- Hudson, is an alumnus from
the class of 1953. The younger
Hudson is President of Broadway Federal Savings and Loan,
the nation's second largest black
savings- and loan' association,
originally founded and headed
by Dr. Hudson.
Dr. Hudson is a member of
the National Board of Directors
of the NAACP, Vice President
of the Lo s Angeles branch and
a member of the Board Of the
H ollywodd-Reverly
Hills
branch.

Finkle named president of
Loyola.advisory board
David G. Finkle, partner in
in the fi~m of Breidenbach,
the law firm of-Ball, Hunt, Hart,
SW!liriston, Yokaitis & Crispo
Brown & Bairwitz (Los Ange(Los Angeles), and secretary,
les), has been eJected president
Cynthia Maduro Ryan o.t Lo.s
of the Lo.yola Law Scho.ol
Angeles, partner, Macdo.nald,
Alumni Board of Governors.
Halsted
& Laybourne
(Los
A 1967 graduate of Loyo.la . Angeles);
,Law Schoo.l,
Los Angeles,.
Alumni elected to memberFinkle was elected to Alpha " ship on the Board of Governors
Sigma Nu (National
Jesuit
include Marilyn J. Fried of Los
Honor Society), was a member
Angeles, associate with the firm
o.f Phi Alpha
Delta
Law
of Tuttle & Taylor; Steven H.
Fraternity (F.o.rd Chapter), and
Shiffrin
of Woodland
Hills,
was editor-in-chief
of the
acting professor of law, UCLA
Loyola Digest, forerunner of Scho.ol of Law; Vincent W.
the Loyola Law Review. He Thorpe'. of Woodland
Hills,
hold an A.B. Degree from
partner 10 the firm of Thorpe,
California State University, Los Sullivan, Wo.rkman, Thorpe &
Angeles. He is a North HollyO'Sullivan;
Elayne C. Bergwood High School graduate.
Wilion of Encino, - associate
Other officers of the Board
general
counsel, with. IHOP
are vice president,Lawrence
W: Corp.; Patricia A. Lobello. of
Crispo of San .Gllbriel,paflner
_Los Angeles,chll!f counsel with

Knudsen Corp.; Fred J. Martino o.fBeverly Hills, Los Angeles
attorney;· RobertM.
Myers of
La Habra, directing attorney for
the Legal Aid Foundation
o.f
Los Angeles; ,Hon. Manuel L.
Real of Rancho Palos Verdes,
district judge, U.S. District
Co.urt,
Central - District
.of
California; She'ldon' I. Lodmer
of Malibu, partner, Lodmer &
Powers; Laurence G. Preble of
Flintridge, partner, O'Melveny
& Myers; Roman M. Silberfeld
of Northridge, partner, Irmas,
Simke & Chodos; and Gary J.
Singer of Pasadena, associate,
O'Melveny & Myers.
The Board of Governors is
the governing body of -the Law
school's
alumni
associatio.n
w_hich currently totIs over 5,000
members.
.
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~.~Recent decisions'

niU..I· Check thatlD -coun rules statutory . rape laws constitutional.
By

Margot Knuth

The United States Supreme
Court announced in Ferri v.

~.

I·4t

Ackerman(No. 78-5981; Dec:4,.
1979; unanimous decision, per
Stevens, J.) that counsel appointed
by .Iederal court to
r e pr es ent indigent
criminal
defendants are not entitled to
immunity
from subsequent
malpractice
suits by the defendant.
Pursuant
to the Criminal
Justice Act of 1964 (U.S.C.
§3006A) a Federal
Di st r ict
Court appointed respondent to
represent
the appellant,
an
indigent criminal defendant, in
a federal trial. After his conviction, appellant sued respondent for alleged legal malpractice in respondent's conduct
of the criminal trial. The trial
court dismissed the complaint
on the ground that the respondent was immune from liability.
The Pennsylvania
Supreme
COJ)rt affirmed.
The United
.States Supreme Court reversed,
holding
that an appointed
attorney is not as a matter of
federallaw entitled to immunity
in a state malpractice action
.br ought .against
him by his
former client.
The Court found that the
respondent's
compensation
from federal fu n'ds is not a
sufficient basis for inferring that
Congress intended to grant him
immunity
from malpractice
suits. Judges, prosecutors, and
other
public
o If ic ia l s are
granted immunity so 'that they
may "deal fearlessly and impartially
with the public at
large." A similar rationale does
not apply for appointed -counsel, since they- are b as ica lly
fulfilling
the role of private
counsel. .
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Paid Advertisement

Why are so .many first 'year students
enrolling in bar, review courses? -

Until a few years ago no one
thought about a bar review
course before
their senior
year. Today, however, close
to half of all those taking
courses enroll in their first or
. second year of law. school and
early enrollments in at least
one
major bar review course
the Josephson Bar Review
Center (BRC) - are at an unprecedented
rate. There are
three a,pparent reasons for this
development
none of which
have anything to do with preparatian for the bar exam itself.

II

I
lI -.

First, more and more law
students are looking ahead at
the spiraling costs of legal eduoation in general; and bar review ccurses in particular.
Over the last three years tuition costs of bar review
courses have risen between
20-3011,10($100-$150) in most
states and the ne?'t three years
could be worse. Under special

II
,

,

Clause
of the Fourteenth
Appeal in National
Organifound that it has not done so
.Amendment.
The court found
zation For Reform
of Mariyet, and, again, is not required
that the tenants' constitutional
juana Law (NORML)' v. Gain
to do so -u n d e r the Equal
right to bear children "does not,
(C.A.lst, 45596, Nov. 20, 1979,
Protection Clause, since this is a
encompass
the
right
to
raise
per Poche; J.). NORML and 32
form of private discrimination.
them in plaintiffs' apartment,
individual taxpayers brought an
Next, the defendants argued
against plaintiffs' wishes, and in
action
for declaratory
and
that the landlords' resort to the
contravention
of a covenant to
injunctive
relief -against the
courts in their unlawful detainer
which they themselves agreed."
Chief of Police, City Attorney,
action constituted state action,
* **
Sheriff and District Attorney of
thus, bring the discrimination
California's
statutory
rape
San Francisco.
The Attorney
with the purview of the FourI'aw does not violate
equal
General
intervened
and was
teenth Amendment. This arguprotection,
according
to the'
granted a motion for summary
ment is premised on an analogy
Supreme Court
in judgment.
to Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S .. California
Michael M. v. Superior Court
Appellants
first contended
1, which held that a racially
that the laws against
using
restrictive covenant cannot be, (S.F. 23929, Nov. 5, 1979, per
Richardson,
J.). California
marijuana violate an individenforced by the courts because
Penal
Code section
261.5
ual's privacy rights. Relying
such enforcement
constitutes
defines the offense of "unlawful
upon People v. Privitera (1979)
state action that, unlike private
sexual intercourse" as "an act of 23 Cal. 3d 697, the court held
action,
is governed
by t h e
sexual intercourse accomplished
that if the privacy clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Howwith a female not the wife of the
California
Constitution
does
ever even if one accepts the state
perpetrator, 'where the female is not protect
the right of inaction theory, the court held
under the age of 18 years." The
dividuals
to use drugs of
that there is no violation of the
defendant
charged with this
unproven efficacy, it does not
Fo ur tee nt h Amendment
be'offense, Michael M., sought a protect the right of individuals
cause discrimination
against
writ of prohibition
from the
"to smoke a possibly harmful
children in housing is neither
California
Supreme Court to
drug.""
arbitrary nor unreasonable,
compel theSuperior Court to
Appellants next asserted that
The defendants also' argued
dismiss the information on the the marijuana laws violate the
that it constitutes a violation of
ground that this 'section violates
equal protection clause because
procedural due process to adopt
the equal protection clasues ob
other substances
such as ala 'connlusive presumption that
both the l1nited
States and ,cohol
and tobacco
ar e not
an children are "noisier and
California Constitution because
illegal.
However,
the court
rowdier" than adults, without
it discriminates
solely on the
responded that the mere fact
allowing defendants
the opbasis of sex - only females are
that the Legislature has chosen
portunity
to rebut this preprotected
by the statute and
to prohibit
"one dangerous
sumption. The court responded'
product such as marijuana, does
that the superior court "did not -only males are prosecuted under
'it.
not compel it to regulate or
employ a conclusive presumpHowever, theSupreme Court
prohibit all such substances."
tion that.
. [the child] is
held that there is a compelling
Next, appellants argued that
rowdy.
It merely enforced
state Interest that justifies the enforcement of the laws subject
plaintiff's legal right to draw a
law, and the discrimination
is' users t o cruel and unusual
blanket distinction based upon
necessary to further the statute's
punishment in violation of the
age."
purpose:
it IS an "immutable
Ei gh t h Arn e n.d m e n t to the
Fin a II y , the defendants
p.hysiological fact that it is the United States Co nsr irut'ion.
argued thaL they have a subfemale
exclusively
wh o can
Howe~er the court held that it
stantive due process right to
become pregnant -.. ~ [and this] , cold not ' analyze this objection
bear and laise children which is
changeless
p h y s ic a l law, 'unless
and until a sentence
protected
from state intercoupled with the tragic human
were imposed for using mari-.
ference by the Due Process
costs of illegitimate
teenage
juana. Since this action was for
__
a_b.,
pregnancies and their disastrous
declaratory relief, the argument
Paid Advertisement
consequences."
was not "ripe."
The dissent,
written
by
Appellant's fourth attack was
Justice Mosk and concurred in that due 'process and equal
by .Iilstices Tobriner and New- protection rights are violated by
man, began, "I cannot subscribe
the "erroneous, "irrational and
to the implied premise of the unreasonable" classification of
majority that the female of the marijuana as a narcotic. The
allowing -free transfer to any.
vices, (CES) which provides
human species.is weak, inferior;
court responded that the LegisBRC course in the country in
immediate benefits that sub:
and in need of. paternalistic
lature's classification is rational,
the senior year (for the student
stantially exceed the required
protection from the state." The
pointing out that the expert
who is not sure what state he
deposit. The newest program
dissent
first in d ic a t e d lt h e witness
for the appellant's
(terminating
February 22 in or she will practice in) and a
statutory rape law probabJ..y was conceded that driving under the
no penalty withdrawal for stu-. ' enacted not with the intent of influenee of an ordinary social
most slates) provides a generous assortment of study aids
dents who drop out or fail out "' preventing
pregnancies
of dose of marijuana
poses a
an-d cash discounts' which
unwed teenagers,
but rather,
definite safety hazard.
of law school.
many first year law students
with the' intent of protecting
Next, appellant's
asserted
" he virtue
of young
and
that the marijuana
statutes
have found to be irresistible.
Another factor 'which has
unsophisticated·girls,"
thus
prohibit their right to liberty
. undoubtedly
contributed
to
br.inginginto
ques.tion
the
and pursuit of happin,ess in
By increasing the deposit to
the early enrollment momen- .
compelling nature of the state
violation of article I, section I of
$50 the student receives fr~e tum is the in£reasing reputainterest
t,o be served by the
the. California
Cpnstitution.
first year outlines in four mation of the BRC courses and
statute.
Without debating the .veracity
jor areas (Contracts, Criminal
CES materials at:ld tapes. SpeBut, the dissent notes, even'if
of the conclusion,
the court
Law, Criminal Procedure and
cial impartial studies done by
section 261.5 were intended to pointed out that the "guarantees
Torts), a free cassette tape
law
school
administrators
prevept pregnancies, when both· of that section are not absolute
program on "How to Writ'e have consistently shown that
the male and female "participate
and do not operate as a curtaiIin the de~ision to engage in th~ ment on the basic power of the
Law School Exams,", two
BRC
students
outperform
sexual act, each. must be pre- Legislature to enact reasonable'
50% cash coupons on Sum &
others af each level of class
sumed equally responsible
if police regulations."
'
Substance of law tapes (worth
standing. Much of this success
pregnancy
results,"
Thus,
the
Finally,
the
taxpayers
sought
about $30) and a Freferred
is attributed to BRC's unique
statute is unconstitutional in the to enjoin th~ expenditure of tax
Student Discount Card entitlProgrammed Learning System
dissent's
view because
it is funds to enforce the challenged
ing'the student to a lO%·cash~ and its emphasis on writing
underinclusive in only requiring
marijuana
statutes.
However,
discount on all CES_pur"hases
and testing skills. As a result,
the prosecution of males,
the court held that before such
made- from a CES or BRC ofin 1980, BRCexpects to enroll
* * *,.
Injunction
may be~granted, the
fice. Moreover, the student
over 14,000 students nation ..
Laws prohibiting the -use of taxpayer must prove that the
can exch~nge the four first
wide. At the same time, the
marijuan.a are constitutional,
expenditure
is rl1egal, which
rules the California Court of, they failed to do in this suit:
year outlines for another four
CES Sum & Substance. series
outlines in the second year at _ of books and tapes has gained
no extra cost. The value of the . widespread
recognItIon
o~tlines and discounts excee'ds .arriong both law students and
$100 and the ability to freeze
teachers as the finest law study
(Continued from Page 1)
pursue a given specialty, Prothe bar course tuition' probaids available,
job research to one area 'of the
fant sajd their best route is to
ably saves another $100 or so.
Whatever the reasons, howlaw. She also believes most
clerk for a firm -practicing the
Tniro, there has been, a conever, the facts are clear: more
students are not ready to make a
kind of law in which the student
scious effort by BRC to reand more first year students
decision regarding job specialiis interested.
She suggests
zationuntil
after they have
Martindale
and Hubbell as a
move psychological" impediare thinking ahead and enroll'worked for a couple of years.
source' for locating
firms in
ments to early. enrollment by
ing in BRC courses now,
If students are determined to
different
areas of the law,

early enrollment programs
students, with only a moderate deposit, may freeze the
course price at 1980 rates. .
Second, in return for the
benefit of assured enrollments
and anticipated lower marketing costs, the BRe course has
developed an extremely attractive package with' the Center
for Creative Educational Ser-
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Handicap? It's a matter of degree
By Jenine Meltzer

~~------~------------------------------------~~

Jessup Moot Court
team to compete soon
.
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"What kind of "law do you
a lower
court
decision
in
ride a bus with the use of a lift
want to practice?"
denying admission to nursing
that in my opinion, at least last
By Bill Carero
"Handicapped
Rights law,
school. to a hearing-impaired
year, was still not completely
In early March, Loyola Law School will be entering into an
otherwise 'known as disabled
woman (Southeastern
Comsecure.) Dial a Ride is insufinternational courtroom battle. In representing Loyola, Maureen E.
civil rights or, in some circles,
munity College v Davis) on the ficient and enforcement
of laws
.
Doyle, Timothy J. Farns,. J ay A . H'ieatt, L ynn L . K am b e an d
"Crip Lib,'~ I replied."
basis of her disability.
Ms.
applicable
to a rc hi t e ct u r al
James Mellor wil argue a complex civil case primarily involving
"What is that."
Dav-is was requesting
the.
barriers are sporadic,
space law. The context for the litiga!i?n is the 1980 Jessup
That is a brief excerpt from
assistance of a translator using
Iri fact, six years. after the
International Law Moot Court Competition.
one of many conversations
I American
Sign Language
to
passage of the Rehabilitation
The winners of the March round of regional competition will go
have had with both professors
assist her with lectures.
The
Act, U.S. District Court Judge
on to argue in Washington, D.C., and from there the victorious
and students, and as a result I
Court stated that Colleges and
William P. Gray announced his team will represent the United States against some 32 other nations
have decided to write a semi
Universities (under Sec. 504 of - intentions to award attorney's
in the finals round.
.
regular
column
on Handithe 1973 Rehabilitation
Act)
fees to Los Angeles lawyer
In the past, the Loyola teams have fared well in the event,
capped
Rights Law (HCRL)
need not make .any special
Stanley Fleishman,
who- has
producing winners of individual awards the last 7 yea:r~.. Last year,
and how "the law!' impacts on
accornodations for handicapped
represented several groups WhO Loyola's Robert Whitehead was selected B~st Oralist o~ the
those rights.
~
individuals.'
have filed suits on behalf of the
regional level. In 1980, Whitehead has been hired as an Adjunct
Handicapped
Rights Law
Section 504 known as the Bill disabled. The reason for the
Faculty member to organize the Loyola team. In previous yea~s the
covers almost every aspect of
of Rights for the Handicapped
award was 'the tardiness
in
campus Jessup co-ordinator has been Professor Donald Wilson,
the law, from landlord-tenant.
reads: "No otherwise qualified
drafting
the legislation;
Atwho is presently on sabbatical.
concepts to child custody cases.
handicapped
individual in the torneys for the Justice Depart. An organizational
Hoard, acting il\a supe~isory c~pacity,h~s
For example,
the California
United States ... shall, solely by ment are contesting
Justice
been formed to aid the Moot Court attorneys In prepanng for their
Supreme
Court unanimously
. reason
of his handicap,
be
Gray's decision,
day.in court. Participating
on the board are Clarinda Ho, Lisa
held in ,In Re Carney (Supreme
excluded from the participation
Architectural barriers, in my .Wooi
Bob Burlison, Evan Murri and Eric Lampel. The Loyola
Court L.A. 310()4, Aug. 7) that
in, be denied the benefits of, or
opinion, are not the greatest
team is presently spending four session each week inoral practice to
a parent's
physical disability
be subjected to discrimination'
impediments to equal rights for
to hone their talents for the regional event, With eyes toward
does not necessarily preclude
under any program or activity -handicapped individuals. They
Washington and beyond.
.
him from being awarded cusreceiving
Federal
Financial
can be removed.
Attitudinal
'Last year, Southwestern Law School upset~oyola for first pla~e
tody of minor children. Justice
assistance."
barriers, those secret prejudices,
in the regional right ol_lLoyola's ~ome ~urf. This year the teams Will
Mosk stated: '''No longer are
. "Gosh, Golly" you say, how: the believed myths, the stereolock horns in San Diego at California Western Law School. In
they (the handicapped) confined
could
th e Supreme
Court
'types that prevent communiaddition-to Cal Western, the competing law schools in the March
to homes or institutions unable
effectively .deny admission to a ,cation are significant in contriround will be UCLA, Golden Gate, Loyola Law School,
to travel
except
by speci-al
school receiving Federal finanbuting to the external problems
McGeorge, Pepperdine, USC, Southwestern,
S.tanford, Western
vehicle or with the assistance of
cia I assistance? wen ...
the
manifested
in _inaccessible
States (Fullerton) and the University of San Diego 0fw schools._
others; todav such persons use
opinion
gets murky-at this
buildings and programs. the streets and highways in'ever
point, ho_wever,-Senator Cranmost uncomfortable
as well as IMs. Meltzer
is a 3rd year
growing numbers for business
ston is going back' to the
So you say, "I've got sixteen
disabling .• Let me know if you
siudent. She is a member -of
and pleasure."
legislative' drawing board to' wonderful
units; I'm overhave any particular topic that
Calif. A.h'n of the Physically _
This recognition
of the
clarify what Congress did intend
worked and I haven't
slept
you would like to see-covered.
Handicapped (CAPH) and ~a
in enacting "504." So you can
because either Moot Court or This column, 1hope will cover
member- of the Governor's
handicapped individual as both
CPW was due.' What do-you
modifications to real property,
Committee on Employment of
a' vital- and active member of see "Crip Lib" is also "eon,
Law".
want of me?" .Join the Disabled" Section 504 and its impact on - the Hatidicapped. She is also on
society was reaffirmed on' Aug.
This is just a mini summary of Students Union and' learn about
transportation,
housing, eduthe Board of Advisors of the
17, when disabled persons took
a broad spectrum of legislation disabled rights law. In the cation, in addition, I hope to ~ Los Angeles Center for Indeto those streets that Justice
and litigation concerning
the jargon Of the disabled, "Walkies "cover some of the lezislation
pendent Living (LA elL), and
- Mosk referred to (Wilshire and
disabled.- _
are welcome," or; you are only
pertaining to work ?isin~entives
Chairperson of Loyola's DisWestwood Blvd., in this case)
At present, _most wheelchair
temporarily able-bodied (TABS).
that is now pending In both
abled Student Union.
shouting "Equal Rights Now"
bound- persons are precluded
Ask Pat Haden, a cast can be California and Washington.
and "you. gave us your dimes,
from rapid transit
in Lo s
now give us our rights."
an experi-i
This demonstration
was to ~Angeles (there-is
mental line open-in Westwood
protest the Supreme Court's
that enables a wheelchair user to
unanimous decision in affirming
fundamental shortcoming kept her from passing
Figg_-Newton v. Lower (Loyola Law School,
-c;c
the bar examination'.·
"
Los Angeles, Real Party in Interest)
Respondent
co unt er ed by introducing
Inferior Court, Los Angeles
evidence that appellant's lack of legal acumen
was irrelevent,
since the California
bar
examination does not test legal knowledge; but
SILVERSTEIN,
J.
The
issue
involved
here
is
Editor in Chief
Stuart Silverstein
one of first impression: Does a law school incur ," penmanship. "The trial court found this to be a
Associate Editor
Michael Askenaizer
compelling argument, and so held.
any liability for the continued failure of its fully.
Managing
Editor
Mitchell 'Burns
This court disagrees. Appellant's argument
accredited
graduates
to
pass
Uie
California
State
News Editor
Steve Sass
that she·"fell flat on her face" at the examination
Bar Examination?
News
Editor
Bill Carero
due to respondent's
'negligence does indeed
The fac;:tsare as follows: Monica Figg-Newtdn
Copy Editor
Bob Golish
indicate liability. Respondent'S contention that
-;(appellant),
a married woman who felt she
Music
Editor
Kirk Pasich
his elevated status somehow precluded him from
needed something more out of life than supplying
Entertainment
Editor
Annette Ward
personally
teaching
appellant
- and SUGh
her teenaged children with "nickel bag" money,
Entertainment
Editor
Barbara Johnson
liability - is absurd: Cole v. German Savings
applied to and was accepted by Loyola Law
Cartoonist
Larry Roberts
and Loan Society, 124 F. 113 (1903) (Bank
School, the Real- Party in Interest, for a three
"Staff Writer
Gerry Kilroy
responsible for strangers ushering patrons into
year course of study commencing in August 1969.
Staff Writer
Gina Laughney
empty elevator shafts).,
App'ellant duly graduated in May 1972, and,
Staff Writer
Margot Knuth
As far as damages go, this court must take
. because she was in th~ top tenth of her class, was
Staff Writer
a hard line here to prevent abuses in the future.
Jon Mandel
aided by the school's -Placement
Office in
Staff Writer
What is the result of respondent's negligence?
Ken Collins
securing a job.
_
Appellant must now wade hip deep through the,.
Staff
Writer
Appellant
was
offered
a
position
at
the
Diane Whiting
uh, mire to find a new career after a decade in the
Staff
Writer
prestigious
law
firm
of
Latham
and
Meyers,
The Bir.d
_futile
pursuit of the law, just as 'surely as poor
which she accepted in February 1972. Latham
Staff Writer
Mitch Earle
Mary Rush had to scramble to excape from her
himself gave appellant the firm's finest offer to
Staff
Writer
Marie Polizzi
privy after she fell through the floor (145 A. 476)
incoming as.sociates: an,80'hour work week for
Faculty -Advisor
Harry Zavos
due to her landlord's negligence. Actual.damages
12 years, at which time appellant would have a 10
(including tuition, books, bar review course and
percent chance of becomIng an assistant deputy
exam fees), to be delermined by tlie trial court on
sub-partner.
Of
course,
appellant
ea'gerly
This newspaper is published monthly by the Lo!ola .R~porter, which
remand, ,are hereby affixed. This award is, we
accepted. There was one stipulation: appellant
takes full responsibility
for its content. All inquiries should l1'e
believe, kosher (173N .E. 845), and"will be upheld
addressed to Editor, Loyola Reporter, 1440 ~. 9th St., Los Angeles,
must pass the bar examinati9n within fiv" years.
Calif. All rights reserved.
on appeal.
.
This was indeed a serious condition. In 1972,
An Ohio court held almost nine years ago that
over 3200 applicants t,ook the exam, with 17
a school is -not liable if a student is screwed by
passing - 12 from McGeorge Law School alone.
another
student during the course of their
As you might guess, appellant flunked.
studies: Hegel v. - Langsam, 273 N.E.2d 351
Appellant
-retook,
and
flunked,
the
examUniversity 01 San Diego
(1971). Weare now clarifying that rule to limit
imition twice yearly from 1973 to February 1977
INTERESTED IN SPECIALIZfNG? '
the school's
immunity
only to HegeJ-type
-10 times in allbefore the Latham offer was
situations, and not to occasions when it is the
rescinded and her position given to a 21-year old
school that is consistently screwing the students,
Harvard
Law-Wharton
Business
School
as we have in the instant case.
graduate with acne. Appellant then filed this suit
A university is a very special entity, with very
against Frederick (Call me Fred) Lower, who
• Teaching Fellowships
Available
•
formidible responsibilities to its graduates as well
was Deari of Loyola at the time of appellant's
• Full-time and Part-time
Programs Offered.
as to its current students: Guilford v. Yale
graduation. TriaL court ruled for Lower, and
• Quality Programs of a Fully Accredited Li,lw School.
University, 23 A.2d 917 (1942) (Ex-Eli injured in
appellant appealed, That is why appellant is
fall while urinating off a c0I?-venient wall at a
Ms. Mary Lehto
For details-' contact:
appellant, rather than respondent.
UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO
class reunion). We will continue to apply a'Appellant
contends
that
Loyola
guaranteed
a
School of Law
rigorous standard to such institutions, and they
Graduate
Program
career in, law with successful completion of its
"Alcala Park
are well advised to cover their collective assets,
curricular
requirements,
as
the
matchbook
San Diego. Ca
92110
and stay careful, in the future.
advertisement
she introduced
into evidence
(714) 293-4526
Judgement
reversed
and remanded
for
U.S.D. does not discriminate
on thl! basis of race. sex, color. religion. age. national origin, ancestry.
or
attests. It seems, however, that while appellant
handicap
in its policil!ll and programs.
determination. of damages.
passed her courses, she learned no law, and this
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Here it is-Pasich's 1979' Top 10

1979 was a somewhat interesting year musically. New Albums
have been released by "superstar'; acts and' new groups have
appeared on the scene. 1979 has also been a year in which AM radio
has been stagnant, ignoring material that deserves airplay, and in
which FM radio has become more MOR. There have been some
surprises and there have been some disappointments.
This, in the
hope of looking at the best of the year, I present what, in my
opinion, are the Top Ten Albums' of .1979:
l. JOHN COUGAR: John Cougar - John Cougar's debut
album (Riva Records) deserves to be rated as the best album of
1979. His music is reminiscent of the best material by Van
Morrison, Bob Seger, and Bruce Springsteen, but the sound is
fresh. There are no weak cuts on this album. Indeed, it is an album
that is totally enjoyable. It is an album that yeu like immediately,
and after you hear it you are left with only one question - How
long will it be before John Cougar's next album is out?
2. LOBO: Lobo _ Lobo's first album (MCARecords)
in a few
years is outstanding. Lobo, who has had several hits, including I'd
Love You to Want Me and Me and You and a Dog Named Boo,
provides the best mellow music of the year on this album. There is
no obvious filler material on this album and the best cuts, Lobo's
recent hit, Where Were You When I Was Falling in Love, his new
_ single, lioldin' On for Dear Love, and A Day in the Life of a Love,
make this a worthwhile purchase. If you like rock rather than pop,
this is not an album you would appreciate. 'But" if you like pleasant,
catchy songs, you can't go wrong with Lobo.
, 3. LITTLE RIVER BAND: First Under the Wire (Capitol
Records), the Little River Band's fourth U.S.- release.r is a-fun
album. The songs don't have a lot of substance, but they are tunes
that stay in your mind. They are also songs with a lot of AM
potential. This doesn't mean that they're the typical AM junk. The
songs are melodic and catchy reminiscent of the songs of the
sixties. The Little River Band does not sound like a sixties group,
but its music has the same characteristics as sixties music, simplicity
and melodic hooks. These virtues, plus the-consistent
level of
quality on First Under the Wire (Lonesome Loser and Cool Change
are the first hits from the' album, but the other material is just as
good) make this the Little River Band's best album.
4. POCO: Legend (MCA Records) is Poco's-most commercially
successful album. It represents the best country-rock music (on the
whole) of the year. Consisting primarily of country-rock pieces,
such as Crazy Love and In the Heart of the Night (both of which
were hits), Legendsets the standard thai other country-rock groups,
including the Eagles; must strive to meet. ~~ ,
-_
5. RAINBOW: Down to Earth (Polydor Records) reflects a more
commercial sound for this hard rock group. Rainbow carries on the
. Deep Purple-style hard rock, and its music focuses on Ritchie
Blackmore's guitar work. Under attack by critics for playing an
"outdated" type of music, Rainbow has not gotten the airplay it
deserves. However, the album- has sold well and the band's
following is increasing. If you want good hard rock; Down 'to Earth
.is the album to get.
'
"especially
6. WHITESN AKE: Love Hunter - Whitesriake, like Rainbow,
contains several ex-Deep Purple members (David Coverdale, Jon
Lord, Ian Paice). Unlike Rainbow, Whitesnake has shifted away
from hard rock. Love Hunter (United Artists Records) is a straightout rock 'n'<r oll album, with a few blues-based rockers. As a rock
album, Love Hunter includes two songs, Long 'Way From Home
and Rock On'Roll Women, that are the best rock on' roll in a long
time.
'
'
7. AMERICA: Silent Letter - America's popularityhas declined
over the past few years, but the quality of its music has remained
high .. Silent Letter (Capitol Records) is an- excellent album.
America, now a duo, has assembled a nice mixture of songs,
mingling ballads, country-rock,
and crisp rockers. The best
material, Only Game in Town, Foolin', and f960, is as good as
anything America has done. This album is definitely recommended.
8. JOHN HALL: Power - John Hall, the former leader of
Orleans, has IDng. been respected as a musician. With Power
(Columbia Records), he has released his best album. The title track
is the protest, anthem of' the late seventies and early. eighties,
attacking "nuclear pDison power." The idea of a protest song seems
dated, but the song works. Its lyrics ate excellent and the message is
conveyed in a gentle manner. With the exception of one or two cuts,
which are mediocre at best, the rest. of the album is equally
enjoyable. The uptempD songs are- the best, pa-rticularly Home At
Last, which is as good as Dance With Me and _Stillthe One, the hits
John Hall penned for Orleans.
"'- " ,.
"9. EAGLES: The Lon~ ~un (Asylum Records) is an interestillg
album. It reflects cymclsm rather than the innocence that
characterised the group's Take It Easy periDd. The songs Dn this,
~lbum are, for the most part, commentaries ort the desperate side Df
life, describing the destruction of IDve (I Can't Tell You Why) and
the breaking point (The Disl;O Strangler). This is not to say that the
album is depressing - its uptempo cuts, particularly Heartache
. Tonight, are well-worth repeated listens. While- The Long Run is
not as good as Hotel California, it does qualify as one of the best
albums this year. I don't believe its quality justifieS-ihi: thre'eyears
we waited for it, but it is the Eagles and it is good.
1--0. MANFRED
MANN'S EARTH BAND: Angel Station
(Warner Brothers Records) presents no stylistic or musical_ changes"
by the Earth Band. What the album does present is mor-e'excellent
music in the vein of Manfred Mann's earlier hits, Bliiid~d By the
Light and 'Quinn the Eskimo. The music emphasizes keyboards
without being keyboards-oriented.
The best tracks, Don't Kill It
Carol and You Angel You, are excellent blends of progressive,
rock, and pop elements.
.

•
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Diane Whiting: Disco/Jazz
.The aird: Punk/New Wave
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Limey Rock hits L.A.

I

.'
By "The Bird"
fact, his drunken vocal meanderings became a bit
began writing this column three different
hard to follow for my Yankee ears. But the music
times, attempting to encapsulate the best and
and the message was clear - drink, party, hurt
worst musical aspects of 1979. But last year was
yourself! And I must admit, I find no~hing wron,g
so disappointing
musically that it was just toowith that. It sure beats Pastor ZImmerman s
boring to try 10 deal with. This fact 'especially
-latest garbage.
became poignant to me when I realized once
again that most of the five or six people who are
About three weeks after the Wreckless Eric
bothering
to red my column stopped
their
show, Madness blitzkrieged their way across the
musical education when they finally memorized
same state. -These six crew cutted, mohair suited
all the words to the title music of "Lavern and'
youngsters blasted out with one tight show of
Shirley." And the less said about "rock" music
ska, or rocksteady music, and left the audience
one usually hears today, the better. So: so much
screaming.
,
for my feeble attempts at raising your aural
Ska music was/is the Jamaican popular music
sophistication. Go buy Bobby Dylan's latest tripe
metamorphisized
into reggae. It is currently
if that makes you happy _ it still won't help you
enjoying a resurgence in Bngland, as are all sorts
get that big "90" in Property.
of other musical and cultural aspects of British
Your tiny bird-like correspondent did see two
life of the early 1960s. At least, there seems to be
acts that he wants to talk about, however. These
a tremendous amount of nostalgia for the Mod
guys were real ass-kickers, and will be the subject
scene,
and all the other
c6mcomittant
of today's lecture. Curiously, both shows were at
happenings of English life at that time.
.
that old rock war horse club, the Whiskey; both..
Anyway, these guys are just too much. With
groups are Limeys (hence, the title of the article);
one alto sax player, whose style is in the best'
and both acts were signed by the ubiquitous Stiff
tra:dition of-rhythm
and blues screaming sax
Records. The similarities end at this point, as you
players like King Curtis, and one member who
will see.
only screams and dances (and what a dancer),
Wreckless Eric played' sometime early last
Madness moved around like dervishes.
The
'DecembervWreckless
(or' as the-import album
audience was affected in the intended manner,
suggests, Eric to-his friends) is one of the finer
and r~sponded in kind.
examples of English "pub" acts _ what we'l
won't bore. the remaining reader with a
loosely call Bar Bands on this side of the Big
description
of their style, other to say that.
Muddy. I suppose he was in the=States
to
Madness sounds like a cross between Neander- publicize therelease of his first American album,
thal reggae, Bill Haley type rock and roll, and
w ich consists of a combination of an earlier ten
general new wave wackiness. Imagine the Sex
inch record and an LP. The audience seemed to
Pistols playing "My Boy Lollipop", and you get
be -pretty familiar with the old dypsomaniac's
an idea. My choice for the most perverse moment
reportory, as they went crazy when he stumbled
of the evening has to be their rocksteady version
acorss stage wearing pegged black pants, biker
of Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake!' Suite, which was
boots, a black shirt, and a black leather jacket. I
accompanied by a ballet performance danced by
knew then that I was in for some kind of fun.
the- aforementioned
shouter, whose name is
Your humble wingedreporter
was just pleased.
Chaz, and a roadie.
as punch to. hear Wreck less run through
a
It is small wonder, then, that the skin heads,
number of his big hits, as it were.These included ,_ those kids in England who are allegedly working
,"-Walkin:,g on the Surface
of the Moon".
- class, -racist,and
reiicfioiiarY,~have chosen ska
"Veronica", "Reconnez - cherie", and his current
music as their identifying music as a counterquasi-hit "(I Need a) Situation".
statement
to polished pop. Madness wisely
As I already said, Eric and his musical style are
chooses not to politicize, unless your idea of
right out of-the' pub scene, and it sounds like it.
heavy polemics would include recurrent shouts of
He sings very basic, 1950ish rock-and
rolL
"Don't watch that - watch thisl," or "Shut up
Instruments and harmonies are sparse; the beat is
and dance!".
just about the' whole thing. What makes him
So there youhaveThe
Bird's pick of the best
twisted, however, is his total lack of -shows in, well, at least in- a while. Honorable
polish or sophistication. I imagine most of this is
mention, for great stuff goes to L.A. 's own all-girl
put on, but it works. eric was extremely drunk band, the Go-Gos, who opened for Madness. The
I saw him down ,a six pack in oneshow, and by
little darlings have improved tremendously,
and
the nasal Cockney ramblings; stumbling, and
are visually a pure joy to behold. Their version of
"Walking in the Rain" puts Aerosmith to shame,
guitar abuses he performed, it looks like the boy
had downed just. a few before his big act, too. In
incidentally.
,

.Jazz.disco in smooth combination.
By Diane Whiting
Webster Lewis, whose new album, 8 for the 80's, has recently
been released by Warner Bros.,
has enough variety in his sound
to please, any listener. While
basically a jazz album offering
the listener some really mellow
sides to do almost anything by
the disco-er won't be. disappointed.
>,
"You Deserve to Dance," the
first cut, ,makes its point welL
With Lewis on keyboards,'
James Gidson on drums, Na_ than-iel Watts
bass, and. Paul
Jackson and Wah Wah Watson
on guitar, you"ve got a' com'bination
Jhat gets your feet
tapping and your fingers popping, even if you don't dance.
"Fire" does the same, though
not quite as well.
By far the most impressive
thing about this album is tile
variety heard on Side Two.
Your ears arellot only treated
tc lI. soft, easy song appropriately entitle<\. "Mild Wind,"
and a realfunky jam called "Go
For It," hut to,top it-off Lewis
provides a sweet R&B selection
entitled "Heavenly." If anyone
cut will, ~ell t~is album, it's
... .- ~
~

on

"Heavenly,"
which features as
special guest lead vocal D.J.
Rogers,
who just last year
released
his own successful
"Love
Brought
Me Back."
.Rogers pours a whole lot of
heart into this one, while Lewis
and company do she same in the
background.

8 For the Eighties is one of
the nicest jazz albums I've heard
jn a long time. But then, I
shouldn't have expected anything less. Herbie Hancock, the
all-time great jazz pianist, co,produced, arranged, and all in
all "jazzed up" this "can't miss"
album.

I Libel-Slander
Libel and Slander Night will
be held Mar. 8 at' Hollywood
High School, located at 1521
North Highland
(at Sunset).
The show 'wilt, be in the main
auditorium and curtain will- be
at 8:00 pm. The cost of the show
is $3.50 for all people and

night

II

tickets will be available through
Pam Hutt at the Student
Accounts window.
Producer - Bill Buckner says
they have some very good
material for the show and it
p!.o-mises to be entertai~ing for
all

:Auditions
Jan. 213:30 - 5:00
Moot
Jan. 22 3:00 - 5:00 Moot Ct.
6:00 - 9:00 Ping Pong
Jan., 23 3:30 - 5:00 Moot Ct.
8:00 - 9:00 Ping Pong
Jan. 24 3:00 - 5:00 Moot Ct.

Ct.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.

Kramervs~ Kramer:-Community property, familY law
un the big screen-By
Annette Ward and Barbara Johnson
Meryl Streep portrays Joanna Kramer who leaves to
meeting between Hoffman and Henry, Hoffman
Kramer vs. Kramer is one of those recent films
find herself after a lifetime as "somebody's daughter;
remarked, "Maybe he should be funnier, goofierattempting to portray the contemporary
trauma of
or wife, or mother." She leaves her son also, due to her
looking: More like me." But thereafter, during the
divorce. How does Kramer vs. Kramer. fit in with the
feelings of inadequacy and her opinion that he will do ' screen test, Hoffman felt an emotional tie with Henry:
rest of such films? It does not. . . it stands out! It is a
better without her. Joanna abandons her husband and
"It was a very strange thing. In the scene, in which I'
sophisticated, tender portrayal utilizing a minimum
child in the first five minutes of the film and does not
put him to bed, there was an emotional connection
amount of humor and a high portion of emotional
return to the screen again for nearly an hour. However,
between the two of us. It's aieeling I had had only with
appeal. Past films have dealt with the plight of women
" Streep captures and moves the audience in those first
my own two children." Hoffman had not felt that link
to extricate themselves from the. bondages of their,
five minutes so that her presence'is felt throughout the
housewife roles and attain new and exciting careers.
with any of the other children.
film. After an eighteen month run to California, and
Kramer not only deals with this familiar plight, but
Since this was Henry's first acting experience, he
an almost equivalent time in therapy, Joanna returns
goes one step beyond. It deals with the man's plight to
needed time' to become accustomed
to his new
- to New York where she receives a job for $31,000 a
maintain
his exciting and lucrative
career while
surroundings.
Initially, Henry's concentration
was
year and begins the battle for custody of her son.
experiencing the role, anxieties, and responsibilities of
atrocious. According to H-offman, "He was like a
Streep's credits are few but impressive. She won ~n
a mother. The fight between the sexes has left the job
young colt, or more accurately, he was a normal six
Emmy for her performance as the Aryan wife of, a
and is now in the home.
..
year old." By the third week. Henry's acting abilities
Jewish artist in "Holocaust." She received an Academy
Dustin Hoffman portrays Ted Kramer whose life
began to surface. He began discussing lenses with the
A ward nomination for her performance in "The Deer
was his career. At the height of his career, his wife
camera men, and the blocking of scenes with Hoffman.
Hunter." Other credits include "The Seduction of Joe
walks out on him and his six-year-old son. Ted realizes
The conversations
between Hoffman and Henry
tynan," "Julia," and "Manhattan."
For' her part in
the' difficulties of motherhood the morning after his
concerned
non-film subjects as well. During one
Kramer, Streep arduously .researched newlyweds of
conversation, Hoffman told Henry that he hoped lie
. wife leaves him, when he attempts to prepare french
•
New
York, observing them on their daily trips to
liked him because many people did not. Henry looked'
toast for his son in a coffee mug. Ted not only must try
Bloomingdale's
and luncheons.
S he read "t he . Hoffman
over seriously
for a few 'moments and
to fill the shoes ofhis estranged wife, but he must also
magazines
which Joanna
would have probably
responded, "I understand. My father has the same
live with the memory of her.
.
subscribed to. Streep describes the desperate character'
problem."
,
Ted's climb up the corporate
ladder is made
of Joanna as "a Tennessee Williams person ...
she
Stanley
R.
Jaffe,
the
producer
of
Kramer,
sought to
extremely difficult by the needs of his son. The duties
bruises easily."
•
make
the
film
as
realistic
as
possible.
Hence,
he
utilized
of caring for a sick son, grocery shopping, taking the
Unlike Hoffman and Streep, Justin Henry (who
son to school, and picking him up after a birthday .
actual locations in New York. The Norman, Craig &
portrays
the son, Billy) makes his film debut in
party are time-consuming and inevitably interfere with
Kummel advertising agency allowed' both its premises
Kramer. His acting talents captured the hearts of the
Ted's important business meetings, including one -of
and its name to be used in the film. Although the
film crew and now captures the 'heart of the audience.
his biggest accounts. Nonetheless, Ted strives to be the
Kramer apartment ws shot in a studio set, the set wasHenry beautifully portrays the young boy, confused,
best father he can possibly be. The fight to be a good
atypical. Rather than the normal "over-scale" set used
scared,
and angry at the sudden absence of his mother.
father and maintain custody of his child is intense,
to accomodate cameras and other equipment. the set
In a very tender moment in the film, Billy-asks his . followed the actual floor plan of a high-rise East 77th',
warm, tender, and beautifully portrayed by Hoffman.
father, "Did she go away because I was a bad boy?"
Street New York apartment.
According to Robert
Hoffman's film credits include "The Graduate,"
Responding- to the heroic efforts of his father to take
Benton, writer/director
of Kramer, "It was more
"Midnight Cowboy," "Lenny," "All the President's
his mother's place, Billy slowly stops yearning for his
difficult to shoot in such confined quarters, but also
Men," "Papillon," "Marathon Man," "Who is Harry
mother and' accepts his father's love and support, A
more realistic."
Kellerman?" "Straw Dogs'" and "Agatha." Hoffman is
positive and strong relationship
emerges between
The only scenes that were disturbingly unrealistic,
ail extremely intense and hard worker, as Kramer was
father and son only to be challenged by the custody
were those dealing with the legalitiesof the situation.
on a thirteen week shooting schedule, and Hoffman
suit brought by Billy's mother. Both Ted and Joanna
For example, Ted initially meets with his attorney and
was on the set every day except one. That one
have valid reasons for clinging onto the child they both
is quoted a flat price of $15.000 in attorneys fees. This
exception was when the film crew sent him home with
desperately love.
'
, .
practice is rarely, if ever, used by divorce attorneys, who
the flu. Interestingly, Hoffman's initial ambition was
The casting directors visited twenty-six schools in
adamantly .claim ignorance of the eventual cost of a
to become a concert or jazz pianist. This ambition
New York and talked to approximately 759 children.
divorce
and child custody
suit.
changed after he enrolled in the Pasadena Playhouse
Only three hundred children were invited to the
the whole, the movie is, a good one to see,
and later studied acting' in New York under Lee
, production company's headquarters. From those, only
especially if you are in the mood for a tear-jerker. •
\ S tras berg and Lonnie Chapman:
seven children were given a screen test, Upon the initial

On

GOD B'LESS"

-MY FRIENDS.
You have made my years at Loyola very
memorable. I thank you all and open my home
to each of you when you decide to visit.
I amluck y to have kriown so
classmates so well!! If I mentioned
'name, it would take a full page, but
who you are and we would 'like to
each of you.

many fine
you all by
you know
hear from

All the best of fortunes to you.
Sincerely and with love,

Tom and Debby' and
Joey Anderson
1903 20th Street
Harlan, Iowa 51537

"Servitiq attorneys for
over a half century"

The .Eegal Book
Store'
with the latest law and reference books
and 'legal supplies. One block from the
Courthouse.

316 W. Second Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90012

(712) 755-7570

626-2!39
I

or 626-3494

